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We would like to thank Professors Genesca, Abraldes and Bosch for their 

interest in our study (1) and their comments.  

The first important point they raise is the definition of compensated advanced 

chronic liver disease (cACLD). The term “advanced chronic liver disease” was 

introduced in the literature by the International Liver Pathology Study Group in 

2012, in order to avoid the negative connotations of an irreversible disease 

process in the term cirrhosis but also to capture the potential of fibrosis 
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regression with potential aetiological treatment (2). The term includes both 

cases of cirrhosis but also cases of advanced fibrosis which fall short of 

traditional cirrhosis. This concept was endorsed by the Baveno VI consensus 

in the definition of cACLD. The consensus document mentions “the alternative 

term cACLD has been proposed to better reflect that the spectrum of severe 

fibrosis and cirrhosis is a continuum in asymptomatic patients, and that 

distinguishing between the two is often not possible on clinical grounds” (3). 

This is further developed in the relevant Baveno VI book chapter where it is 

stated that “a patient with cACLD would be a patient with chronic liver disease 

with signs of severe liver fibrosis or compensated liver cirrhosis with or without 

signs of portal hypertension” (4). Therefore it is evident that cACLD refers to 

patients with F3 and F4 fibrosis. Professor Genesca, Abraldes and Bosch 

argue that the gold standard for cACLD should be the risk of liver 

complications rather than the presence of cACLD. This is a highly problematic 

definition as the risk threshold for a positive diagnosis is not defined and 

therefore the definition and validation of any proposed cut-offs remains 

elusive. Equally important, the impact of aetiological treatment is not taken into 

account. A patient with cACLD due to alcohol and a baseline liver stiffness 

measurement (LSM) of 16 KPa who subsequently abstains from alcohol has 
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lower liver-related risk compared to a patient with an LSM of 9 KPa who 

continues to drink. On the other hand, the presence of F3/F4 is measurable 

and reproducible.  

The second important point is the use of positive and negative predictive 

values (PPV and NPV respectively) instead of sensitivity and specificity. Both 

PPV and NPV depend on the prevalence of disease and are not 

recommended as universal measures of diagnostic accuracy (5). Indicatively, 

a cut-off with a sensitivity and specificity of 80% would result in PPVs of 63%, 

70% and 80% with a disease prevalence of 30%, 40% and 50% respectively. 

Therefore, PPVs are not comparable across different cohorts and datasets.  

Thirdly, the selection of the 7/8 KPa and 12 KPa as rule out/rule in cut-offs 

were based on a pre-set sensitivity and specificity values of 0.9 and were 

subject to rigorous statistical analysis in a large multicentre cohort. On the 

other hand, the 10/15 KPa cut-offs originally proposed in 2015 were 

conceptual in order to galvanize an important concept and not based on 

concrete data. As we have recently shown, it is unlikely that a single non-

invasive test will be sufficient for a concrete diagnosis of cACLD (6). 

In order to support their arguments, the authors quote 3 papers on LSM cut-

offs (7-9). The quoted papers on risk only analyse a single binary LSM cut-off 
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(which is based on the presence of advanced fibrosis) therefore it is 

impossible to judge and compare which cut-off is optimal (8, 9). The AGA 

paper on NAFLD base their recommendation for HCC screening on a 

specificity of 90% for the diagnosis of F3/F4, independently confirming the 

validity of our approach (7). However, the proposed cut-off of 16.1 KPa is 

based on data from 230 patients with NAFLD, as compares to 1,073 patients 

in our cohort.  

We disagree with the authors conclusion that our proposed cut-offs undermine 

the original purpose of the cACLD definition. We strongly disagree with the 

idea that it will result in unnecessary referrals – patients with advanced fibrosis 

would greatly benefit from referral to a hepatology service and any test that 

can diagnose them with a 90% specificity is extremely useful. We share the 

authors concerns on patients on the “grey zone” and we have provided with an 

algorithm that significantly reduces this number. We believe that our data 

provide a benchmark for any further refinements of the definition of cACLD 

both in terms of cut-offs and statistical analysis. 
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